
Name:_________________________________________
SHARE History Homework Checklist
3-4th Grade Homework
Due 10/24/23

Day 1
________(20) Read the lesson on Athletes on page 46.

________(20) Choose ONE athlete in this time period (1920s-1940s) to learn more about.
There are many ways to choose your ONE athlete:
You can dig deeper and learn more about one of the athletes mentioned in this lesson, or you can
learn about a different athlete around this time period. Some other options are the athletes on page 47,
or Jackie Robinson, Helen Wills, Kathleen McKane Godfree OR look up any of the olympics from the
20s and 30s or 40s. OR you could pick a favorite sport and learn about one of the players from the
1920s - 1940s.
We will be sharing these in class next week! It would be cool if we had a variety of athletes during this
time to learn about.
Today, you only have to decide the WHO: Write the name on this line:

_______________________________________________________

Day 2:
_______(30 points) Presidential Fact Sheets
Fill out the fact sheets on Harding and Coolidge (Presidents 29-30). Look up this information. Please
follow all internet family rules if you are using the internet. If you are using a book of presidents, that is
great too. (BRING THIS TO CLASS. WE WILL BE KEEPING THEM IN THE BINDERS UNTIL WE
MAKE A BOOK FOR THEM)

_______(20 points) Learn a little bit about the athlete you chose yesterday. Some facts to consider:
Where and when were they born? What sport did they play? What made them notable/ inspirational?
Any fun facts you learned? If you can, print out a picture of this athlete. Be ready to share about the
athlete you learned about in class!

Day
________(30 points) Presidential Fact Sheets
Fill out the fact sheets on Hoover (Presidents 31). Look up this information. Please follow all internet
family rules if you are using the internet. If you are using a book of presidents, that is great too.

___________ points earned out of 120

Parent Signature:_________________________________________________________



Name:_________________________________________
SHARE History Homework Checklist
5-6th Grade Homework
Due 10/24/23

Day 1
________(20) Read the lesson on Athletes on page 46.

________(20) Choose ONE athlete in this time period (1920s-1940s) to learn more about.
There are many ways to choose your ONE athlete:
You can dig deeper and learn more about one of the athletes mentioned in this lesson, or you can
learn about a different athlete around this time period. Some other options are the athletes on page 47,
or Jackie Robinson, Helen Wills, Kathleen McKane Godfree OR look up any of the olympics from the
20s and 30s or 40s. OR you could pick a favorite sport and learn about one of the players from the
1920s - 1940s.
We will be sharing these in class next week! It would be cool if we had a variety of athletes during this
time to learn about.
Today, you only have to decide the WHO: Write the name on this line:

_______________________________________________________

Day 2:
_______(30 points) Presidential Fact Sheets
Fill out the fact sheets on Harding and Coolidge (Presidents 29-30). Look up this information. Please
follow all internet family rules if you are using the internet. If you are using a book of presidents, that is
great too. (BRING THIS TO CLASS. WE WILL BE KEEPING THEM IN THE BINDERS UNTIL WE
MAKE A BOOK FOR THEM)

_______(20 points) Learn about the athlete you chose yesterday. Some facts to consider: Where and
when were they born? What sport did they play? What about their childhood contributed to their
excelling in this sport. What made them notable/ inspirational? How did they contribute to their sport?
Were they the first to accomplish something in their speciality? Was this athlete looked up to by their
teammates? What made them a team player (if applicable) Any fun facts you learned? If you can, print
out a picture of this athlete. Be ready to share about the athlete you learned about in class!

Day
________(30 points) Presidential Fact Sheets
Fill out the fact sheets on Hoover (Presidents 31). Look up this information Please follow all internet
family rules if you are using the internet. If you are using a book of presidents, that is great too.

___________ points earned out of 120

Parent Signature:_________________________________________________________


